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Personal, Social & Emotional Development 
I can sort objects into simple categories, e.g. by colour, size, shape; clothes for warm or cold 
weather.   I can make choices between activities  I can give a simple description of an event. 
I can describe something that happened to me. 
 
What is right and wrong?   Why we need holidays? 

Dressing up    What do you pack for a holiday? 

Road safety, role play and self care    How do holidays make us feel? 

Rules of trails, following trails   Feeling secure to experience the unknown 

Trails to find friends    Being part of the big wide world 

Follow maps around the environment   
Journeys around our learning environment look at consequences/conflicts/teamwork within the story 

Developing a sense of curiosity –   Apply to chosen story as appropriate – 

road and water safety, how/why things float  

Talking about own experiences - special journeys/modes of transport 
Small World/jigsaw relating to transport 

Why can we learn when we visit new places?   

       

Literacy 
Recognise name/ Recognise other children’s names 
Begin to write initial letter of  name, full name with support    
Label  pictures 
Experiment with mark making       
Show  interest in stories/deaf rhymes  
Begin to label work –phrases, words, sign graphics 
 
Wanted posters for pirates 
Choosing pirate names 
Treasure maps, boat routes 
Reading trail symbols & matching to real objects 
Mark making, symbols to represent places on trails 
Use of non-fiction – make books 
Clipboards, outside diaries etc 
Stories/writing about holidays 
Planning for a holiday/writing lists 
Info from holiday brochures 
Describing holidays they’ve been on 
Individual/class book of trips and experiences 
Lots of space stories 
Own space stories – retelling 
Traditional fairy stories could also be used e.g.  
 The Gingerbread Man, The 3 Billy Goats Gruff etc 
Joining in with refrains in stories 

Communication and Language 
Show  interest in stories/deaf rhymes.  Engage in answering simple 
questions related to the day’s routine, e.g. milk/water? 
What fruit would you like at a word/sign/phrase/sentence level as 
appropriate.   
Begin to indicate preferences for activities, be able to simply 
discuss what has  been going on and review  activity.  
Respond to texts from ‘Rigby Star’ 
 
Conversations around right and wrong doings of pirates 
Discuss what is seen on road safety walk 
Ordering/sequencing 
Follow directions, make simple statements 
Listening walk 
Names of different vehicles and describing  
what they are used for and how they work/move 
Describe vehicles for others to guess.  
Use a feely bag/describe/find car/bike 
‘When I go on holiday I will need to pack….. 
 because……Holiday Stories 
Story retelling 
What do you think is in space? 
Main focus on retelling, predicting texts, sequencing characters, 
 settings, adapting/changing story endings 

Overall Themes 
 

Phase  One  - Pirates 
Phase Two - Our Own Journeys 
Phase Three Transport – Wheels, 
Wings & Water      
Phase  Four - Holidays 
Phase Five- Space 
Phase  Six  - Stories about 
Journeys  
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Physical 
Moving our bodies safely inside/outside .  
Use large and small equipment safely 

Develop cutting and pencil skills  Putting shoes on with increasing independence  
Helping set up snack table, cut up fruit, pour drink and wash up 

Ongoing - develop hand and finger strength and fine motor skills: 

Introduce Balance bikes 

Use sensory room and new ceiling swing 

Constructing large ships 
Outdoors: negotiate obstacles/zebra crossing 
Small World   Follow a chalk route 
Walking is healthier Road safety, role play and self-care 
Imaginative walks/journeys i.e. ‘over the stream, up the steps’ etc 
Rolling wheels through clay/dough 
Movement to seasonal songs/rhymes 
Movements to weather sounds 
Going for a Moon walk – movement to music 

Being an alien 
Related to story – journeys around apparatus in hall 

Expressive Arts and Design 
Adding details to 2d representations, role play, small world play 
 
Pirate paintings,  Moving pictures – the sea 
The hornpipe, pirate dance 
Make models, paint pictures of what is seen on way to school 
Brick/Duplo models to add to play mat 
Models for school/street – set up outside 
Small world – road safety 
Running vehicles in paint to make tracks  
Paintings/drawings of vehicles 
‘Wheels on the Bus’ and other transport songs 
Making models of cars 
Represent planes, hot air balloons,  
Floating boat models 
Links to model making – how can we get our models to move, fly, float 
and how can we improve them? 
Buses e.g. buying tickets for bus, at a harbour, at an airport 
Role play garage/building site/boat in outside area, Captain/driver roles 
Paintings of holiday activities, Artists seaside/holiday pictures 
Travel agent role play 
Campsite - Tent, sleeping bags, barbecue 
Painting aliens, Lunar landscapes – papier mache construction 
Junk model space ships,    Playdoh/papier mache aliens 
Cooking for space party, see ‘Q Pootle 5’ (Nick Butterworth) 
 ‘5 Little Men in a Flying Saucer’ 
Rocket role play  ‘Whatever Next!’ (J Murphy) role-play  
Space café – making space food 
Paintings, masks from story for role play 
Cooking e.g. gingerbread 
Create some music/sounds to accompany the story 
Re-enacting specific storylines, directed play.   
 

Mathematics 
Number recognition, ordering, counting, and counting out.  
Basic language of addition and subtraction. Number formation 
Make counting games – treasure island – include counting on and back 
Snakes and ladders pirates 
Pirate sorts 
Pattern of a day 
‘How do we get to school’ chart,  
Sequencing / counting 
Pattern of day – when do we make our journeys? 
Circles work – counting wheels, sorting  
Sorting vehicles, comparing sizes – vocabulary 
Transport puzzles 
Money for role playing use of transport 
Buying tickets (link to role play) 
When do we go on holiday? 
Space shape pictures i.e. printed/gummed rockets/planets,  
Rocket countdown 
3D rockets, space stations,   Roamer for space  journey 
Counting features of aliens’  Developing time concepts 
Apply to chosen story and link where appropriate.   

Possible focus on time, numbers, ordering, ordinal numbers 
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Understanding the World  
Treasure maps 
Magnifying glasses, telescopes, binoculars to explore 
Photos of pirate costumes made for wanted posters 
Small  World Play – Build a town 
Photos of journeys, what can they see? 
Following a photo trail/map around school/ outside area 
Moving environmental features near school 
Senses journey – listening, looking ,smelling etc 
Match/recognise features on road safety walk 
Transport from around the Bristol 
Where do different types of transport go e.g. cars on road, 
diggers at building site, trains on tracks  
Look at maps 
Comparing old and new vehicles 
Reasons for holidays - to explore different cultures & 
learn respect 
How does the weather make us feel? 
Maps of holiday destinations 
Appropriate holiday accommodation 
Look up places/provision for holidays on the internet 
Are aliens real?  
Have own opinions 
Knowing they are in the world/earth 
Space pictures  
Wallace and Gromit video – ‘A Grand Day Out’ 
My World – Planets 
Appropriate story i.e. ‘Handa’s  Surprise’ (Eileen Browne),  
Apply to chosen story as appropriate 
Developing questioning skills 
Cooking through stories e.g. gingerbread man, picnics etc 
Take photos of story enactments to sequence or make class/group 
storybooks. 
Life Cycles, butterflies and chicks. 
 

L  Links to Core Values 
 

 Responsibility – being safe, 

collecting own belongings together, 
appropriate behaviour 

 Respect - safety 

 Courage – do things that might scare 

us – flying etc 

 Hope/respect – making/designing 

things, testing creations 

 Respect – respecting people’s 

environment/beliefs on holidays 

  

Overall Themes 
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Sounds and Letters 
 

■ Aspect 1: General sound 

discrimination – environmental 
sounds 

■ Aspect 2: General sound 

discrimination – instrumental 
sounds 

■ Aspect 3: General sound 

discrimination – body percussion 

■Voice Sounds –  SALT display 

 

Reading Books 
 
Rigby Star  
Lilac Level 1 
 
Josie and the Kite 

The Hungry Fox 


